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Charlie Puth makes inoffensive, fluffy pop, but I’ll be damned if he doesn’t
know a thing or two about making inoffensive, fluffy pop. Puth produced,
co-produced or co-wrote most of his debut, Nine Track Mind, and it’s
remarkable how much of it could pass as Swedish lab product. Puth’s a
Berklee graduate and a former YouTube acoustic-cover star, meaning he
has the musical training to appropriate the cues he learned from playing
Adele and Sia songs into his own work as well as the aesthetic
understanding of pop cuteness YouTube stars need to survive. Really,
he’s got his work cut out for him, and even if he fails as a pop star he
could thrive as a writer.

But knowing how to write pop doesn’t mean knowing how to write good
pop, and Nine Track Mind is an uneventful debut whose few really good
songs are balanced out by an equal number of cringe-inducing nightmares. For every “We Don’t Talk Anymore,” a
gorgeous dance-pop jaunt that evokes the electro-acoustic flights of fancy on Janet Jackson’s Unbreakable, there’s
a “Marvin Gaye,” a godawful sex jam-cum-name-drop sesh that bottoms out when he’s “begging mercy mercy
please” (remember, “Mercy Mercy Me” is about dead fish). And for every “Suffer,” a soul ballad that evokes nothing
less than Parade-era Prince, there’s a “Left Right Left,” an inspirational ballad so tepid it’s as if “We R Who We R”
and “Firework” never happened.

Nine Track Mind’s most glaring void is in terms of personality. If there’s anything we learned from Sam Smith, it’s
that if a pop star’s personality is entirely defined by dependence on the love interests they’re singing about, it’s not
much of a personality at all. Puth is a loverman, but he’s too milquetoast to be sexy. Instead, he fires off a near-
endless stream of promises. Puth comes across as dependable, perpetually “One Call Away,” but never particularly
exciting or interesting, even when he’s vowing to rob a bank for his girl on “My Gospel.”

I wouldn’t advise Puth to take more risks, because he does take risks on this album, and they mostly fall flat. Most of
Nine Track Mind is retro-pop informed by Motown and doo-wop, but he goes out of his way to add incongruous
electronic touches. Mostly, he just adds unnecessary Diplo-style vocal noises in the back of otherwise non-EDM
songs, as on “Up All Night” and “Losing My Mind.” But he goes the whole hog on “Marvin Gaye,” in which his duet
partner, Meghan Trainor, rides in on an entirely unnecessary and ultimately deflating dubstep breakdown after a
minute and a half of twinkly, upbeat soul. He’s best when he sticks to either dance music or throwback R&B without
mashing the two together.

Despite all this, Nine Track Mind is surprisingly listenable. It’s easy to put on in the background, given its slow
tempos and polite instrumentation. Though only a few songs are stellar, there are also only a few songs that are
truly cringey. But being ignorable is perhaps the worst thing a pop album can be, and Puth certainly isn’t trying to
make ambient music here. The best pop debuts make a strong impression. Nine Track Mind does nothing of the
sort.
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